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Student Charges
Professor With
Assault
A student charged Tuesday that he had been physically assaulted by Professor John Raymond during a dispute over the use of a classroom on February.
Gary Coutin, a second-year student, charged that
rrofessor Raymond shoved him when he entered the room to
clear up a room mix-up which resulted from an adminsitration error.
The Student Legal Defense Committee, representirg
Coutin, has asked that Professor Raymond be suspended pending an open hearing by an impartial arbitration board.
BLUNDER
ａｄｾｲｎｉｓｔｒｏ＠

The incident took place when, through an administration blunder, the National Lawyer's Guild was given a
permit to show a film in Classroom B at the same time as
Professor Raymond's International Law class.
When Coutin, arriving to set up projection equip[Photo by Azoff]
Shown above is At torney General Eville Younger, as ment, saw that a class was coming, he went to the adminihe spoke last Tuesday at the College. Younger's appear- stration office and was told, again erroneously, that no
ance was one of the highlights in the Clinical rrogram in elass was scheduled in the room.
On that information, Coutin re-entered the classCriminal. Law, a class taught and originated by Asst. Dean
room and attempted to ask Raymond if he was holding a regGuy O. Kornblum this year. The class 1s an attempt to
link the ?ractical and theoretical Cispects of the law,and ularly scheduled class.
"I explained that the administration had given us
to make law school a more real experience insofar as one
the room and apparently did not know that the class exishas to deal with clients, witnesses, and courts.
Other
ted," Coutin explained. "The professor then placed
his
speakers include the D.A. 's offices in Yolo and Marin
Counties, and the Prcl.vate Defender's Office in San Mateo hand on my shoulder and firrrily pushed me backwards,slightly off balance," he charged.
Count .
After a brief argument, Coutin charged, Raymond
again tried to push him and, "failing to push me off
the
stage, he began to ase his leg to t rip me."

Scholarship Committee
Announces Awards

RAYmND

DENIAL

The ScholarShip Committee met on October 15, -.22.,
Raymond admitted that he touched Coutin in an atand November 17, 1970, to approve scholarship awards tot- .tempt to make him leave the room, but claimed that he had
aling $34,725 to 112 second and third year students who
no idea he had been given a room permit, or was even a ｈ｡ｾ＠
had applied for financial aid. Of this sum, $3,250 was a- tings student. "he refused to give me his name," Raymond
warded to seven members of the Law Journal Staff and $250 f added. He also denied that he tried to trip Coutin.
A spokesman for the Defense Committee admitted
Iwas awarded to two students in recognition of their aca- i
actual fear of Raymond. She exdemic achievments. Specially dp.signated funds were used 'ithat Coutin was never ｾｮ＠
plained that the charges were being brought to find
out
to cover the awards to these nine students, who did not
whether professors had a right to assault students, or to
meet the standard financial eligibility criteria.
On February 17, 1971, the Scholarship Committee
intimidate them.
"This incident is isolated only in that there was
convened again. This meeting was attended by Professor
Boyer, Sylvia Diegnau, Director of Financial Aid, Assist- an actual physical assault," she explained. "There have
been numerous incidents of verbal intimidation of students
ant Dean Kornblum, and !-1ichele Schultz.
by professors."
The activites of the meeting were:
1] Approval of awards taballing $4500
The Defense Committee is arguing that the
Student Handbook, which bars physical abuse of any person on
based on the recommendations of the
college-controlled property, should be applied to profesDirector of Financial Aid.
2] Recommendation that $2500 in addi- sors as well as students.
"The real issue is whether professors have a
tional Newhouse Grants-in-Aid be awarded in $200 grants on the basis of right to intinidate students," a spokel:lman commented. "If
need. It was further recommended that Gary had assaulted Professor Raymond, he would certainly
first year students be eligible
for have been suspended by now."
The incident appears to have left students in the
these awards. (These awards have sin
International Law class sharply divided. Several students
been made.
submitted affadavits attesting to the alleged assault by
Raymond. But Sylvia Kendrick, a student in the class,
Such a deal!!! For Just Ｕｃｾ＠
per persun, you
and claimed that the class was "so badly shocked by the inciyour hushand, wife, date, ･ｴｾＮ＠
can get a complete
thre; dent that they all laughed." She added that this is an
course meal [spaghetti, salad, bread] at !Ie Hastings W.ves "artificial issue."
Dean Anderson, reached shortly after the charges
Cl ub SECOND ANNUAL FARRINGTON'S SF AGl-lETTI FEED.
•
This culinary bonanza awaits you at 7:30 p.m.,Mar,,'l
[Cont on page 3]
26th. at Farrington, corner Jones and ｾｦ｣ａＱｬｩｳｴ･ｲＮ＠
It's a
Friday night, so you'll be ahle to partake of the low co&
high-power beberages available.
Tickets may be purchased only at the school on }far.
25th and 26th, from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Since space
is limited, get your tickets early, for,this is the type
of get-together you can't affor to miss.
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The current dispute over the alleged assault of Gary Coutin, a second-year student, by Professor John
Raymond shows just how serious the crisis in student-faculty
relations has become. It is possible that the school can
tolerate the repeated verbal blows which have been thrown
by students and faculty against each other, but the coming to physical blows, no matter how slight, is an indication that the time has corne for an investigation.
The Law News does not contend that the present impasse is entirely the fault of the faculty. We believe
that both the students and the faculty have become unaware of each other's interests, and that both must do soue
deep thinking if the problem is to be solveJ.
However, we feel that it is necessary to lay down
some ground rules before work can begin on this problem,
and one of these rules must be the extent to which professors can "pull rank" over students. It is a matter of common sense that this rank cannot extend to the use of insults and physical assault.
In the present incident, Coutin had a valid reason
to sllspect that Professor Raymond had usurped the
room
for which he had been given a permit. ａｬｴｨｯｵｾｷｩｮ･ｳ＠
are in dispute over what exactly happened, it appears that
Professor Raymond believed that Coutin had no right to be
in the room, and decided to eject Coutin rather than suffer the loss of one or two minutes of class time.
If a student had accorded that treatment to a proｾ ｦ･ｳｯｲＬ＠
or to another student, rather than suffer a brief
interruption of his meeting, he would have been punished
'or at least reprimanded. However, since this was an incident in which a professor gave arbitrarj treatment to
a
student, some persons assume that it is justifiable
because the professor held a higher rank. One need only consider this hypothetical to realize the difference in standard of conduct and responsihnity required between
students and faculty: Suppose that Cuutin had started ｳｨｯｾ＠
ring his film a few ｭｩｮｵｴｾｳ＠
before class started, and
in
I
iwalked Raymond, demanding in a loud voice to know 1f this
.was a regularly scheduled meeting. Suppose then that
Coutin repeatedly pushed and sho:ved RaYTlIond, wanting to
k.'10W if he was a teacher?
We all know that Coutin would
,be out on his ear immediately. Yet Coutin would have
'been doing nothin!!: n,ore than did Raymond.
We believe that rank has nothing to do with courtesy, and that it is necessary that all members of the
Hastings community deal with each other in a courteous
and reasonably civilized manner.
EDITORIAL
Much has been said about the need for increased
communication between and among faculty, students, and
administration. The assembly which was held last Friday
at which Dean Anderson, Professor Powell , and Jamie
ｾｵｴｯｮ＠
spoke, went a long way towards improving the situation.
Dean Anderson gave a short overview of our legal
heritage at the College and then a rundown of the changes
which have taken place most recently in the areas of curriculum reform, student-faculty relations, and the participation of students in the administrative process. Professor Powell gave an enlightening summary and case example of the operation of the Faculty Curticulurn Committee.
The value of this assembly lies not so much In that
it provided information that wan' t available anyvrhiere
else, although it was very infomrative for the majority of
the students, but in that i t was a rehtively candid
and
fresh change from previous encounters with faculty and ｡ｾ＠
ministration members at which the purpose of the meeting
ｾ＠
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seenled to be to calm the naughties
dialogue.
Such attempts at renewed and
communication are to be commended,
such meetings will take place more

instead of enlAling in
broadened avenues of
and it is hoped that
often.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Dickenson Society of International Law will
sponsor a talk by Mr. Arved Deringer, German attorney,
on Tuesday, March 23, at 11:40. Mr. Deringer was a
member of ｾｨ･＠
German Federal Diet for 12 years and a
member of the European Parliament for 11 years. He is
an authority on the antitrust laws of Germany sad of
the European Economic Communi ties. The topic of his
talk will be the current state of the European Economic Communities with particular reference to the antitrust law. The location of the talk will be posted
later. A pay-as-you-go lunche0n with Mr. Deringer
Hill follow at Knight's.

****************************
Students are desperately needed to assist in compUlng the results of the Faculty evaluation. There are
literally thousands of tabulations to be made, and
it
must all be done with voluteer help by the student body.
If you can help, please cuntact Bart Kornfeld or Jamie
Sutton.

comm€nt

It is my personal, belief that one should not taunt
a professor into a public admission of his feelings and
then proceed with precision to deal with him in a manner
calculated to perpetuate those very prejudices.
To do
so becomes liberal cant that distorts the very differences between the "liberal" (or radical if you prefer)
and their "victim."
It is an extreme solution to extinguish another's
rights while advancing your own. Are we not entitled to
different points of view? Must we ｬｩｳｴ･ｮ
ｾ ｴｯ＠
what we want
[Cont'on next page]

ste

nCing tlrish
3Bands': Party FavlXS

Ma[12-13/Ma[14

Fri.Sat./
Sun.
From9p.m. / From12Noon
1'j)ontJomet Wed, the 17t}{'

COMl-1ENT ••.
[Cont' from previous page]

to hear? Students at the graduate level. are mature individuals capable of forming their own opinions. I would
not hesitate to take a class from George Wallace or Angelc
Davis or even Count Marco. In fact, I would welcome such
an opportunity as a unique ･ｾｵ｣｡ｴｩｯｮｬ＠
experience.
There has been much reference to discrimination
practiced by Professor Camera. I have yet to hear of one
incident or occasion where any discrimination occurred.
The mere fact that one supports Camera
that is
believes he has a right to teach regardless ｾ ｦ＠ any ｰｲ･ｾ＠
judices, cannot be labeled an "Aun t Tabby" or "male
chauvinis t. " Attaching a label to SOll'eone is easy but
rarely does justice to another's personal conl7ictions,
whatever they may be.
No man should be made a "symbol." The "e&tablishment uses symbols. Any organization with a valid cause
does not need one, and the Woman's Student Union has many
legitimate aims that deserve the support of us all.
There will be a referendum on reofessor Camera's
righ t to teach, to remain a mentber of the Has tings' faculty. I urge everyone to participate.

At its mmeting of Monday, March 8. 1971, the ASH Council yoted to rescind its prior motion to hold a referendum among the student body at large as to the question of whether or not Paul Camera should be rehired.
In other action, the Council allocated $400 to
Hastings Cnapter of the Naional Lawyers Guild.

Ｍｾ

the

The Council also voted to make a review of all monies
remaining unspent, at its fouth-to-last meeting of this
school year. Tne purpose of this is to reclaim any
monies that will not be spent by the organizations
t inital allocations.

Normand V. Luss:f.er, II-B

*****************************
COMES NOW THE WITNESS to the gory deed. I the
undersigned do verily certify, upon pain of excommunication, that the rubbish hereinafter set forth is as nearly correct as some other third rate accounts I have seen.
On or about 1:40 ｐｾＬ＠
I was awakened from my noon nap in
the front row of classroom B by the sound of the bell ｡ｾ､＠
Professor Raymond giving a lecture on International Law.
The good professor had been expomlding on the virtues of
the Third edition of our textbook versus the lowly Second
edition, when I noticed two students \olander through the
door.
One, holding a film can, stayed timidly by the
door; the other sprang confidently to the podium and,
fixing Professor Raymond with his steely gaze uttered
words to ｴｾ･＠
effect of: "Wot ho Guv'ner, thare must be
some mixtake, the Administration (fanfare) has given us
this room to 'Show a movie." Startled, the Professo:(boo-hiss) rt!plied, "verily, there must be an error as
this is my regular class." Other such pleasantries were
exchanged and the Proft!ssor (boo-hiss) suggested that
Comrade Student (hurrah) cOllsult the Administration (fanfare) ','to straighten the IOOtter out." Fiercely defending his honor, the student beseecht!d to be allowed one
question. "Nay, nay" ctied the professor (groan) and
placing his righ t hand upon the s tuden t 's shoulde r, he
po in ted to the doo r •
By now the class was aroused and comments such as
"Get out,'O "All power to Prof. Raymond," and "Get on with
class" filled the air. Unabashed, the student (stout
lad) claimed his right of free speech (Old Glory waving
in the breeze). "Please let me ask my question, I can't
ask my question with your hands on my body (gasp), please
take your hands off me, etc." The Professor then assumed a ｦｯｲｷ｡ｾＭｬ･ｮｩｧ＠
posture and attempted to lean, push
and wheeze the student off the platform. What followed
wae 4lbout th irty seconds of wheezing and leaning by the
professor, while the class shouted and stomped and the
student shrieked and pleaded. Finally, the combatants
tired and stepped back, and the student asked his long• d " a regu1 ar c lass?"
awaited question. " Is tlIi s, "h e aSKe,
.
Gesturing at the sixty-odd seated students (I counted) •
the Professor indicated that it was indeed a regular class
class. With this, the student gave a gasp (Curses, undone agair.) and withdrew amid much gnashing of teeth.
Justice must now be done; due process (and assorted scalps) must be had. I &uggest that tIle adver::laries undergo a trial by combat, each taking alternate
shots at the dart board at Harrington's, the : lost!r ··to
stand a round for the assembled multitude. Nor should the
lesson be lost on the assembled student body. Let all
bear wituess to the infinite blunders, the refined vexations, and the ludicrous complications which talented adｶｯ｣｡ｴｾｳ＠
may draw out of a simple clerical error.
The Hastings Law News must cancel the full-page
picture of Prof. Camera-removing his shirt in front of
his Criminal Law class. Let there appear ill its place a
cut-out, do-it-yourself dunce cap.
Petel' Buxtun

COUTIN •••.
[Cont from page 1]
were filed, admitted that the incident was the fault of an
administration error.
"Coutin had a reasonable right to believe that he
was entitled to use the room," Anderson commented, "and
I call even understand his irritation when he al:rived with
the film equipment."
Dean Anderson refused to suspend Professor
Raymond, commenting that he would not arbitrarily suspend a
student pending a hearing, apparently modifying the enforcement of the rule providing for immediate suspension
pending a hearing.
He promised, however, that an impartial hearing
would be held if there was sufficient evidence to bear out
the complaints.
Tht! arbitration board, he suggested, would probably be similar to the ｾｯ｡ｲ､＠
proposed by tile Defense Committee, thus changing the previous policy of allowing the faculty to judge its own members.
"TI1e Student Rules Handbook does not apply to Professors," he commented, "but I see no reason why facul ty
members should not be held to a similar standard of conduct."

.................,

ｾ＠

I
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Letters

To the Editor:
I am bewildered by this unmerciful absurdity.
I suppose that the handwriting was on the wall
early last year when the politicos "electioneered" for stl!"
dent reps -- remember? Boyd was elected as a welcome relief! (Fortunately, the California electorate rectified
the mistaken judgment.)
We seem all to be backed into paranoid corners and
surrounded by adversaries. I supposed that not even Socrates can, with impunity, poke about defensive reflexes
without some day or night having to confront the monster,
face to level face.
From the National Lawyers Guild to Mrs./Miss/Mr.
Chair--?; with "Arguments Numbered Five" thrown in to
clear the muddied waters.
And I sit here on my numb ass wondering where in
hell I am -- Wonderland? Where is this elusive judicial
process I've heard and read so much about? In the bizarre
imaginings of eccentric, but published intellectuals? Is
our education to be confined to reading appellate opinions
and arguing moot court questions?
If we are not to end up exhausted, without a glinlmer of the genuine article, antagonized and antagonistic
to all comers -- then we must cut through the pollyanna
and dispense with both:
1) The shameful memory of Judge Madden's consideration, and
2) The "kill the enemy" tactics of
Zona's sympathizers.
Allow us to bear witness to a fair and impartical
proceeding in which both parties have the right and oppor.tunity to present their positions in an enlightened environment.
-- Michael Young fellow

is a sorry and unnecessary dispensation of time and energy
for both the participants involven, and the coffee-drinking, bridge playing legal lackeys walking the sidelines.
The Women's Student Inion should realize the transience and purpose of their stay in the concrete bunker.
That fact coupled with the realization that all of those
two hilllured fifty dollar, half-inch lapelled, sharskin
suits were purchased with fees derived from hanging around
the fourth floor of City Hall grinding out property ｳ･ｴｾ＠
ntento and custody agreements, should be more than adequate
motivation for sitting in Camera's classroom doci1y sucking out his expertise in order to take him on in an ultimately more satisfying and socially meaningful setting for
the furtherance of their commitment to the liberation of
all oppressed [sic] women: the Domestic Relations Department of the Superior Court.
For this reason we enthusiastically request Dean
ｾ､･ｲｳｯｮ＠
and Joe What's-His-Name to renew Camera's contract for the 71-72 academic year.
Dan Uitchell II-B
Frank Aiello II-D
Marcello DiMauro I-D

[Apart from the fact that the letter above represents an
apparent genersl lack of understanding of the entire situation involved with Professor Camera, there are at least
three glaring instances of specific misconception .__ c.manifest: the contentions that 1) profe!:lsiona1 competence is
a "personality trait"; 2) the College is a "substandard
means" rather than an end.; and 3} that the "socia1ly lIlarr
ingful" place to press the "furtherance of ••• commitment to
the liberation of all women" is the Domestic Relations
department of the Superior Court.
Anyone who would say that Camera's alleged professional competence is a personality trait has probably
been overwhelmed by his "masculine" bearing and authoritarian manner. Professional competence involves at least
two things: a mastery of the subject matter and the abUity to see inculcated a degree of mastery in students,either by direct lecture or by implantation of an impulse
to learn on one's own outside of class. The ｦｏｬｾ･ｲ＠
has no*********************
thing to do with personality, and the 1astter involves
To The Editor:
personality only in a negative way, i.e., to maintain a
Now that Miss Sage has so admirably demonstrated
rapport with students ttl the exclusion of hostile and alienating classroom situations. Camera obvio us1y lacks the
the depth of her commitment to the liberation of all Hasrequisite personality factor even in the limited
sphere
tings women, perhaps it is time for a moment of
ｲ･ｦｬ｣ｾ＠
where it is important, evidenced by the fact that a sigtion upon the penetration of the Sage-Camera, penis-envy:
nificant segment of the students sare alienated by him end
male-chauvinist pig encounter, intO the entrails of the
entire Hastings community.
his demonstrated biases.
The contention that the College is merely a means
Certainly the big guy's square-jawed, french-cuffed
rather than an end is probably one of the root causes for
pencil-tied, Johnny Weismuller, mid-fifties comprehension
much of the malaise which Is present in contemporary
Aqf the psychology of the 20th Centurywoman lawyer is not
merican education. It is a view held by many teachers,
acceptable to the majority of the male student ｰｯｵＱ｡ｴｩｾ＠
administrators, and academicians. It is also a view held
but the response to his ill-held, ill-timed, ill-considby those people, including many students, who maintain
ered aggregation of outmoded concepts has exceeded
the
that they are going to school to get a diplorna only ••. as
bounds of rationality.
long as a sizeable majority of students see the College
It is difficult to understand how an oppressed
will continue to be nothing
mamber of the Women's Student Union who has had the oppor- as only a means the ｃｯｬ･ｧｾ＠
tunity to study under the tutelage of such bastions of le- but a "diploma mill". Three years of law school are not
a period of suspended apart from the "outside world". We
gal pedagogy as professors Moreau, Updegraff, Newman, l.fadare in the "outside ",orld" ,now just as much as we will be
den, Lattin, Worthington, or Joe "canned brief" Munster
with
can honestly take issue with the presence of Camera on the after-we graduate. To say that one should put up
faculty.
dysfunctional elements in the College community because
Although he has yet to make a contribution ｴｯ ｾ ｴｨ･＠
the College is only a means to an end is to deny profescorporate balance sheets of either the West Publishinr
sional education any intrinsic value. The attitude of ｾ･＠
Company, or Harry B. Lake, Inc., beneath all his atavistic authors of the above letter is not too different from the
biases lies a personality trait in increasingly short sup- attitude of the slumlord who does not want to improve his
ply around the faculty lunchroom, i.e. ｰｲｯｦ･ｳｩｮ｡ｬｾﾭ
property because he is going to sell it to a deve10per.At
ｾＮ＠
Big Paul (as he is undoubtedly known to the boys
Hastings, however, after one class of studeats leaves, adown in the hofbrau of the San Franciscan Hotel) is one of nother enters •.• the "property"wiJ 1 never be vacated, and
a minority of personnel at this school with the ability to will never be ｾｯｬ､＠
to a developer. If the quality of lecommunicate his subject matter, one of the few professors
gal education is to be improved, it is the members of the
capable of teaching anyone around here anything of any use community who must exchange the bad for the good.
whatsoever.
Finally, it is improbable that the ｾｯｭＮ＠
ReI.
Since ··"the Women's Student Union has apparently ne- Dept. of the Superior ｃｯｾｲｴ＠
will provide the forum for the
ver taken issue with Camera's qualifications or his abili- liberation of women. The Dom.Rel. Dept. is, rather, the
ty to teach per se, the only viable conclusions drawable
institutionaled means for the implementation of an inhufrom their position are a seeming malfunction in their ｳｾ＠
mane public policy toward women, characterized by Calif.
tem of ordering priorities, and an uncomfortable feeling
Civil Code, sec. 5101: "The husband is the head of the
that Camera's hulkingly long-leaned, six foot plus presenre family. Be may choose any reasonable place or mode of ｬｩｾ＠
may be as Freudian as it is physical.
ing, and the wife must conform thereto." This is particularly ｰｯｩｾｬ｡ｮｴ＠
in view of sec. 5100 which preceds it:
The fight for freedom from the chains of male
chauvinist oppression will be won or lost in the
court"Husband and wife contract toward each other obliations
of mutual respect, fidelity, and support." What kind of
rooms, public buildings, and households of the community,
perverted social logic is it that would allow secs. 5100
and the energy for those encounters should not be squandered on means-oriented excurions down the dead-end back
by side? Public policy represen'and 5101 to exist ｳｩ､ｾ＠
alleys of an institution designed for nothing more than
ted by sec. 5101 will not be changed by any decisions of
the equipping the freedom fighters of the formidable WSU
the Dom.Rel. court. It will be changed when oppressive atwith the tools to conduct their real battles in the
out- titude of male legislators is changed, and when and if
side world. Hastings should be recognized as a substandAmerican male society accords a ｳｴ｡ｮ､ｾ＠
of equality to
ard means, not as an end in itself. The Sage Camera affair women. -- Ed.]
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